
Preliminary List of the Summer P0D work 
(not including bag 28 repair, next slide)

ELECTRONICS; Replace bad boards or channels

1) Single TFB and possibly smaller single channel repairs, calibrations, LI maintenance

WATER TARGET; maintenance, possible improvements

1) Install flow meters (UW?)

2) Any improvements to consider after we understand water volume measurement

precision, improvements to measuring big tank volume. (UW?)

3) Water leak detector in drip pan (UW or CSU job)

COOLING;COOLING;

1) Replace some Cu pipe connections in cooling loop with bellows pipe and gasket

swagelok connectors, prevent future leaks. (CSU)

2) Add temp monitoring of cooling loops,temp differential, DT ~ 0.2 C?, (CSU)

=> can we add thermistor readouts to existing slow controls

3) Absolute calibration (~0.1C)? of the temperature sensors (they differ about 2-3°C), No

pedestal subtraction was made on current system.

MECHANICAL;

1) More laser survey checks? w.r.t. TPC? Measure water fill deflections?

2) measuring expansion of Central WaterTarget /Central ECAL (to monitor bag 49-50

bulging) . Check that repeated expansion are the same and still elastic

3) Putting in space blocks between ECAL and WTSP0D

5) OTHERS???.



PRIMARY SUMMER REPAIR is Bag 28 Replacement
• Dave Warner is developing plans for repairs. Walter has had discussions. A proposed

Plan is being put into a written draft now and will be discuss later this week.

Very Preliminary Plan to be discussed in FOUR STAGES

1) After the magnet is open, a crew removes the panels, the electronics connections, the water 

cooling connections, and the water bag hoses on WTSP0D so it can be lifted. Then the bag 

28 sensor tubes are removed. (  to be done about 3rd week of July??, ~4-5 days )

2) Dave Warner investigates the lifting of the WTSP0D the following week (~4th week of July?), 

this includes attempting to lift the WTSP0D a few inches with the jack screws. Then 

assuming the WTSP0D can be raised, DaveW investigates removing the threaded rods and 

unscrewing the bottom screws that hold the bag 28 bottom frame. DaveW is not convinced 

this can be done w/o special tooling and says it is quite possible, new tools would be needed this can be done w/o special tooling and says it is quite possible, new tools would be needed 

and a 2nd trip is required to do this step. This work with DaveW is done with a small crew.

3) If all of 2) is done, then the bag 28 would be removed and replaced and the bottom frame 

would be re-screwed into place.  All the tube sensors would need to be replaced and tested 

in situ. Then the WTSP0D would be lowered back into place. Next a water fill test would be 

required to check the entire water target system. (1st week of Aug??, UW experts?)

4) After step 3 is complete, the electronics and cooling systems can be reconnected. The entire 

electronics and the water cooling should be reattached and operated. Assuming this all 

works then the panels could be replaced (late August or early Sept?, 2nd crew)

IF this plan is acceptable & IF we can finalize the dates, then we would ask for manpower

And people to take responsibility for certain stages?



OTHER RELATED TASKS

• test spare water bags for bag 28 replacement (at least 2?), SBU & UW

• add rope leak detectors (UW) and new drains w/leak detectors (CSU)

• reposition drip pans if necessary to make drainage work (UW/CSU)

• more water fill tests? Reproduce volume measurements? (UW)

• Inspect the spacers between ECAL and the WTSP0D. There is some • Inspect the spacers between ECAL and the WTSP0D. There is some 

evidence that spacers fell out. Perhaps we need more spacers if the 

threaded rods are removed? If we put spacers in between we must be 

certain they do not block lifting the SP0Ds in the future. (CSU?)

• Surveys (Karin, others) ?

• more temperature monitoring on the water cooling (CSU if time 

permits)


